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Spray retention is a critical stage in pesticide application since non-retained drops results in 14 
reduced efficacy, economic loss and environmental contamination. Current methods of 15 
retention assessment are based either on field experiments or laboratory studies. The former 16 
are usually performed on whole plants under realistic spray application conditions but offer 17 
no insight into the physics behind the process whilst the latter mainly focus on drop impact 18 
physics but are usually restricted to unrealistically low drop speeds. The aim of the paper is to 19 
devise an experimental method to investigate retention at drop scale level as a function of 20 
operational parameters but under controlled realistic conditions. A device based on high-21 
speed video was developed to study retention on a synthetic superhydrophobic surface for a 22 
moving agricultural nozzle. The sizes and velocities of drops generated were measured 23 
immediately before impact using image analysis. Impact class proportions were established 24 
and transition boundaries between impact outcomes were quantified using Weber number. 25 
Two contrasting experiments were performed to investigate the ability of method to detect 26 
small parametric changes. The insignificant changes in spray pattern that occur from pressure 27 
changes, did not significantly affect impact class boundaries, but changed the proportion of 28 
drops in each class because of size and velocity variations. The use of a surfactant reduced the 29 
volume mean diameter of the spray, increased impact speed and changed the impact class 30 
boundaries. The method should allow a precise parametric investigation of spray retention in 31 
laboratory and close to field conditions.  32 
 33 
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Superhydrophobicity. 35 
 36 
1. Introduction 37 
 38 
Pesticide application efficiency improvement is required for health, safety, environmental and 39 
cost considerations. Zabkiewicz (2007) divided the measurement of the spray application 40 
process in 4 individual stages, namely deposition, defined as the amount deposited in the 41 
target area; retention, the fraction of drops captured by plant; uptake, the fraction of the 42 
retained material taken up into plant foliage and translocation, the amount of absorbed 43 
material translocated from absorption site. Depending on the scenario, it was estimated that 44 
the efficiency of the deposition process was in the 80 to 95 % range whilst the retention 45 
process was in the 10 to 100% range, resulting in a combined worst case efficiency of 8%. 46 
Much research has therefore been devoted to minimise these losses, either by improvements 47 
in spray technology or the physicochemical properties of the pesticide formulation, the 48 
objective being to decrease the amount of chemical applied per unit area whilst ensuring that 49 
the dose of chemical required for control reaches the target. 50 
 51 
Some spray application studies focus on deposition and retention as a whole at plant scale. 52 
Butler Ellis et al. (2004) examined the effect of liquid properties and application technology 53 
on spray retention in a range of situations representative of practical pesticide application. 54 
Retention on whole plants was strongly influenced both by plant growth and plant canopy. 55 
Changes in pesticide application method from conventional flat-fan to air induction nozzle 56 
had a detrimental effect. Leaf surface was influenced by age and growing conditions with 57 
indoor grown plants being more difficult-to-wet than outdoor grown plants due to leaf surface 58 
abrasion. Lower dynamic surface tension (DST) of the spray mixture improved retention, 59 
especially when using an air induction nozzle on difficult-to-wet leaves. These results show 60 
that retention process is governed by numerous factors: drop size and velocity, 61 
physicochemical properties of spray formulation, spatial distribution within the canopy and 62 
target surface properties. This approach provided an integrated estimate of the deposition and 63 
retention but failed to develop a fundamental understanding of the physics behind the 64 
processes. 65 
 66 
Some research has focussed on the retention phase at the drop scale. Drop impact was then 67 
studied using imaging devices and drop generators (Yang et al., 1991). This approach was 68 
used by Foster et al. (2005) to devise a statistical model based on extensive experimental 69 
work to predict the adhesion/bounce transition. The parameters or combination of parameters 70 
used were the product of velocity and drop diameter, leaf angle, leaf surface and formulation 71 
surface tension. Shattering is not usually observed in these studies. Monodisperse drops were 72 
produced, using either on demand or continuous drop generators (Reichard, 1998). On 73 
demand droplet generators are restricted to generating drops at their terminal velocities at best 74 
and a single drop is produced at a time. Continuous drop generators have the advantage to 75 
produce higher speed drops but they are however limited in size by the orifice diameter and 76 
aerodynamic interactions with the surrounding air (Sirignano and Mehring, 2000).  77 
 78 
While an overall approach to measurement can highlight the effects of nozzle drop size 79 
spectra, measurements at drop scale fail to produce drop size and velocity distributions 80 
representative of agricultural nozzles. However, both approaches highlight the major 81 
influence of leaf wettability on the retention process. Wettability refers to the drop behaviour 82 
on the leaf surface. The diversity of plant and their surface structures led a wide range of 83 
wetting, from superhydrophilic to superhydrophobic (Koch and Barthlott, 2009). Gaskin et al. 84 
(2005) proposed a method to rank plant surfaces using acetone-water contact angle 85 
measurements. Easy-to-wet leaves retain most of the drops while difficult-to-wet ones, such 86 
as blackgrass or wheat, are difficult to treat. More particularly, the hydrophobic behaviour of 87 
leaves usually originates from their waxy cuticles. If the leaf coating is composed of 88 
hydrophobic crystal waxes that generate small-scale roughness, this may result in 89 
superhydrophobicity (Taylor, 2011). Unfortunately, because of the variability of 90 
superhydrophobic natural leaf surfaces, retention studies face reproducibility limitations. 91 
When comparisons of small operational variations such as changes in pressure or adjuvants 92 
are conducted, serious limitations on sensitivity may result. 93 
 94 
Manufacturers are interested in clarifying the relationship between pesticide application 95 
methods and the physicochemical properties of the pesticide formulation and spray retention 96 
to guide their technical developments. To support this objective, a theoretical review that 97 
links drop dynamics and impact outcome for superhydrophobic surfaces is presented. Using 98 
this theoretical basis, an assessment method is proposed to analyse the physics of drop 99 
retention at the drop scale under controlled and realistic conditions. A synthetic 100 
superhydrophobic surface is used to perform tests on a well-controlled target representative of 101 
difficult-to-wet leaves. Experiments performed at different operating pressures and surfactant 102 
concentrations were used to assess the performance of the method.  103 
 104 
2. Theoretical background  105 
 106 
Drop impact on superhydrophobic surfaces is considered in this section as the foundation for 107 
further work. The aim is to deliver the connections between drop properties, wettability and 108 
impact behaviours on a superhydrophobic surface. 109 
 110 
A drop hitting a surface exhibits different behaviours depending on drop size and velocity, 111 
liquid and surface properties. However, each impact begins with the same steps. The drop 112 
then spreads until it reaches its maximum spreading diameter. Different options are possible 113 
depending on the surface wetting regime and the drop energy during impact. 114 
 115 
Two models describe the wetting of superhydrophobic surfaces depending on the liquid 116 
surface tension (Zu et al., 2010; Taylor, 2011). The Wenzel non-composite regime (Wenzel, 117 
1936), often referred as pinning, is characterised by the adhesion of the liquid which is 118 
anchored in the surface cavities. The liquid expels the trapped air below the drop if the liquid 119 
surface tension is sufficiently low to allow the liquid to penetrate into the surface roughness. 120 
In the Cassie-Baxter composite regime (Cassie and Baxter, 1944), the liquid standing on the 121 
pillars of the surface traps air in the valleys of the structure. Therefore, the liquid can be easily 122 
removed from the surface. Both models relate apparent contact angle with the surface 123 
roughness. A relevant roughness parameter is the Wenzel roughness which is defined as the 124 
ratio of the real and the projected planar surface areas (Rioboo et al., 2008). However, this 125 
parameter is not necessarily sufficient to forecast the transition between wetting regimes 126 
because pinning is dependent on topography. The effect of height and distance between the 127 
pillars are currently being studied (Zu et al., 2010) to give better prediction of the wetting than 128 
the traditional models.  129 
 130 
Dimensional analysis has been classically used to investigate the relationship between 131 
variables involved in the retention process (Lake and Marchant, 1983; Rein, 1993). The 132 
relevant dimensionless parameter governing the drop-surface interaction in absence of 133 
viscosity modification is the Weber number ( σρ /²dvWe = ) of the drop. It represents the 134 
ratio between the kinetic energy and the surface energy, where ρ is liquid density, v is the 135 
drop velocity before impact, d is the drop diameter and σ  is liquid static surface tension. 136 
Other relevant dimensionless parameters in the dynamics of drop impact are the Reynolds 137 
number ( µvd /Re ρ= ) where µ is the dynamic viscosity, and the Ohnesorge number (138 
dµWeOh ρσ/Re/ == ) which is relevant if viscosity varies.  139 
 140 
Different impact outcomes have been identified on superhydrophobic materials as a function 141 
of drop size and velocity and surface roughness (Fig. 1). For small roughness, a drop of low 142 
Weber number adheres in a Wenzel state. The static contact angle is small. As Weber number 143 
increases, a part of the drop can bounce, in what is referred to as partial rebound. At higher 144 
Weber number a drop can be shattered into several satellite drops, with a part of the drop 145 
adhered to the impact point, in what is referred to as pinning fragmentation. At intermediate 146 
roughness, low velocity drops adhere in a Cassie-Baxter regime. With increasing speed, the 147 
drop rebounds but this can only be observed on superhydrophobic surfaces under the Cassie-148 
Baxter regime (Richard and Quéré, 2000) if the receding contact angle is sufficiently high 149 
(Rioboo et al., 2008). For even greater speeds, when the impact pressure is sufficiently large, 150 
the liquid can penetrate into the cavities of the surface modifying the wettability regime from 151 
Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel regimes (Tsai et al., 2011). As a consequence, sticking, partial 152 
rebound or pinning fragmentation can occur. Finally, for higher roughness, a drop can, as a 153 
function of speed, either be deposited in a Cassie-Baxter regime, rebound or completely 154 
splash. In the latter case, the expending film is lifted and leads to a rim disintegration caused 155 
by hydrodynamic instabilities (Range and Feuillebois, 1998; Šikalo et al., 2002). The reasons 156 
for the fundamental instability of splashing, currently explained either by a Rayleigh-Taylor 157 
or Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, are still under discussion (Park et al., 2008).  158 
 159 
Extensive work has be carried out on the physical understanding of impact on 160 
superhydrophobic surfaces (Bartolo et al., 2006; Reyssat et al., 2006) as well as impact 161 
modelling (Caviezel et al., 2008) and promising robust physical models have emerged from 162 
these theoretical advances (Taylor, 2011). As instance, Rioboo et al. (2008) proposed a 163 
constant Weber number as boundary between impact outcomes in their experiments on porous 164 
superhydrophobic surface using distilled water. Mercer et al. (2010) and Forster et al. (2010) 165 
proposed transition models based on a combination of dimensionless numbers to account the 166 
range of liquid used in pesticide application.  167 
 168 
3. Materials and method 169 
 170 
3.1. Dynamic spray application bench (Fig. 2) 171 
Drops were generated by a flat-fan nozzle XR11003VK (Spraying Systems Co, Wheaton, IL, 172 
USA) mounted on a height-adjustable boom sprayer. Spray mixture was pressurised and 173 
mixed in a 10 l stainless steel tank. A precision pressure gage was placed at the nozzle level to 174 
be independent of any pressure drop in supply pipes. Fluid intake was controlled by a 175 
solenoid valve. Nozzle height was set at 500 mm above the target. A single passage of the 176 
nozzle was performed for each test. A linear displacement stage, actuated by a servomotor, 177 
moved the nozzle at a forward speed of 2 m s-1 perpendicular to the camera-lighting axis. 178 
Different techniques for measurement of drop size and velocity distributions have used static 179 
nozzles (Tuck et al., 1997). It was however shown that spray deposits below a nozzle differs 180 
between static and moving nozzles because of the modified air entrainment process (Lebeau, 181 
2004). 182 
 183 
Drop impacts were recorded using a high-speed camera (Y4 CMOS, Integrated Design Tools, 184 
Tallahassee, FL, USA) using backlighting to maximise the contrast. The acquisition 185 
frequency was set at 20,000 images per second to ensure a good identification and 186 
characterisation of drop impacts. Shutter time was set to 9 µs with a +3dB sensor gain to get 187 
an average background grey level of roughly 200, with an 8 bit pixel depth. An optical system 188 
(12X zoom system, Navitar, Rochester, NY, USA) gave a 10.58 µm.pixel-1 spatial resolution, 189 
depth of field at about 2 mm and working distance at 341 mm. A background correction was 190 
performed before tests with embedded camera software (Motion Studio, Integrated Design 191 
Tools, Tallahassee, FL, USA) providing an homogeneous image. Sensing triggered the 192 
camera recording. A LED lighting (19-LED Constellation, Integrated Design Tools, 193 
Tallahassee, FL, USA) with a beam angle of 12.5° placed 500 mm behind the target surface 194 
provided both high illumination and uniform background to the images. The lighting was used 195 
in a pulsed mode and triggered by the image acquisition.  196 
 197 
A horizontal slit plate (Fig. 3) was placed 10 mm above the surface to select drops that are in 198 
the focal plane. Slit width was smaller than the camera depth of field. The measurement zone 199 
was about 2 mm height by 10 mm long. The linear translation stage was used to adjust the 200 
target position in the camera focal plane. In this configuration, drop size and velocity can be 201 
measured just before impact. No secondary drops resulting from a splashing or a rebound that 202 
occurred out of the focal plane were taken into account in the analysis. A completely PTFE 203 
coated microscope blade (part number X2XES2013BMNZ, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., 204 
Waltham, MA, USA) was used in experiments. A static contact angle of 169° (sessile drop 205 
method, 5 replicates, CAM200, KSV Instruments, Helsinki, Finland) for a 5 µl distilled water 206 
drop characterises water repellent surface. The relevance of the use of this superhydrophobic 207 
surface as target surface has been studied in comparison with outdoor grown wheat leaves 208 
(Massinon and Lebeau, 2012) using this method.  209 
 210 
3.2. Size and velocity measurements 211 
The size and velocity of drops was determined in a two stage process. Firstly, in a manual 212 
screening phase, acquired images were viewed by an operator who encoded the frame number 213 
corresponding to the onset of a new drop in the upper part of the scene (Fig. 4A) and a second 214 
frame was noted when the drop was located just above the surface, before impact (Fig. 4B). 215 
As a result, the displacement of the drop between the two selected images is kept to around 216 
1 mm for high accuracy speed measurements for slower drops. The operator also identified 217 
and recorded the impact type (as defined in section 2) based on subsequent frames (Figs. 4C 218 
to 4F). These data were stored in a text file. In the second phase, selected images are screened 219 
by an image analysis procedure developed in Matlab (The MathWorks® Company, Natick, 220 
MA, USA). The first operation consisted of identifying and filling the objects in the image for 221 
a fixed threshold, followed by labelling. Once objects were identified, an equivalent diameter 222 
was computed using a corresponding circle with the same area as the drop. This was to take 223 
into account the non-spherical shape of the drops. The latter procedure was successively 224 
applied using two close segmentation thresholds to check on drop image sharpness. If the 225 
difference between diameters obtained for each threshold was greater than 10 µm, the drop 226 
was considered to be out of focus and was not taken into account for the further processing. 227 
Drop velocity was computed as the module of the vector defined by the difference in position 228 
between the drop centres between the two selected frames divided by the elapsed time. If 229 
multiple drops were found on the same image, the operator was prompted to select successive 230 
images or ones of interest. As a result a matrix of impact events was generated. It contained 231 
drop size and velocity, computed Weber number, impact type and frame number. Considering 232 
a ± 20 µm uncertainty in the distance between drop centres, the accuracy in the calculated 233 
velocity was a maximum of 2% at 8 m s-1. Maximum uncertainty in drop diameter 234 
measurement was 10 µm. 235 
 236 
Once drop size and velocity were determined, results were summarised in graphical form 237 
depending on drop size and velocity. Transitions were determined using a constant Weber 238 
number as boundary. The Weber number of transition was determined by the intersection 239 
between Weber number probability density distributions of the different impact outcomes. A 240 
drop of the Weber number of transition has an equal probability of belonging to different 241 
classes. In the log-log graphs of velocity versus diameter, a constant Weber number of 242 
transition corresponds to a straight line with a -0.5 slope. Finally, volumetric proportions of 243 
the spray in each class were computed and retention was assessed. 244 
 245 
3.3 Experiments 246 
Two experiments were performed to examine how the system can be used to assess spray 247 
retention and point out advantages and limitations of the method. In the first experiment, three 248 
spray pressures (0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 MPa) were used with distilled water. In the second 249 
experiment, a trisiloxane surfactant (Break Thru S240®, Evonik Industries AG, Essen, 250 
Germany) was tested at three concentrations in distilled water: 0.025, 0.05 and 0.1% (V/V) at 251 
0.3 MPa spray pressure. 252 
 253 
4. Results and discussion 254 
 255 
4.1. Effect of pressure on retention (experiment 1) 256 
Graphical outputs of the method for distilled water are presented in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 for 0.2, 257 
0.3 and 0.4 MPa spray pressure respectively. Overall, coarse drops with higher velocities 258 
were completely shattered into satellites drops (fragmentation, +). Intermediately sized drops, 259 
with diameters from roughly 100 µm to 300 µm bounced off the surface (rebound, ●). Finally, 260 
fine drops with low velocity were directly adhered on the surface (adhesion, ∆). Adhesion 261 
refers to sticking both in Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter regime in this paper. Two clouds of points 262 
could be distinguished on these figures. The sigmoid-shaped cloud corresponds to primary 263 
impact. It represented the size and velocity distributions before impact resulting from sheet 264 
breakup, transport and evaporation of each drop. The second cloud of points, located below 265 
the latter, corresponds to secondary impacts. They originated from a rebound or a pinning 266 
rebound (○). The drops present a Cassie-Baxter wetting regime during impact, except for 267 
pinning rebound events for which the liquid undergoes a transition from Cassie-Baxter to 268 
Wenzel. A pressure increase leads to the production of more drops below 100 µm diameter. 269 
These small drops hit the target at a slightly higher velocity than their terminal velocity. They 270 
are found in the third cloud above the first impact cloud. The reason for this is the more 271 
energetic liquid sheet breakup (Sirignano and Mehring, 2000) due to increased pressure; this 272 
is confirmed by the decrease of the volumetric median diameter (VMD) (Table 1). The VMD 273 
statistic indicates the diameter with half the spray volume is contained in droplets that were 274 
smaller than this value. Another hypothesis could be that a VMD decrease leads to an increase 275 
in induced airflow. More numerous and smaller drops exchange more momentum with 276 
surrounding air which induces a stronger downward airflow and a slightly higher impact 277 
velocity. The VMD decrease was also associated with a higher proportion of deposited drops. 278 
The proportion of splashing reached a maximum at 0.3 MPa spray pressure and then 279 
decreased at 0.4 MPa because there are simply less coarse drops. 280 
 281 
On Figs 5, 6 and 7, two limits are identified corresponding to adhesion/rebound boundary 282 
(A/R) and rebound/fragmentation boundary (R/F). The limits were determined using a 283 
constant Weber number (We) as described in section 3.2. All the WeA/R are pressure 284 
independent (Table 1). However differences between WeR/F originate from the small number 285 
of observed drops characterised by a Weber numbers close to WeR/F. The limit should not be 286 
assessed using a single Weber number, but by defining a range of Weber numbers as a 287 
function of contact angle hysteresis (Rioboo et al., 2008).  288 
 289 
Overall, the increase of initial energy has no detrimental effect on retention in these 290 
conditions. Splashing is reduced and adhesion is increased because of big drop proportion 291 
depletion and small drop proportion increase. The increase of primary adhesion may however 292 
have a drastic effect on treatment efficacy, for instance on small or low LAI (Leaf Area 293 
Index) target such as those encountered in black-grass weeding.  294 
 295 
4.2. Effect of surfactant concentration on retention (experiment 2) 296 
Figures 8, 9 and 10 present phase diagrams of impact outcomes for three surfactant 297 
concentrations: 0.025, 0.05 and 0.1 (% V/V) respectively. At first glance, surfactant reduces 298 
the rebound. This effect is more pronounced as the surfactant concentration increases. These 299 
observations are corroborated with a gradual reduction of rebound proportion and decrease of 300 
the VMD (Table 1) as highlighted by Butler Ellis et al. (2001). For 0.1 (% V/V) concentration 301 
bouncing even disappears on this surface (Fig. 10). At this concentration, the surfactant 302 
allows the liquid to expel the air located into surface cavities and to penetrate deeply inside 303 
the surface matrix (Taylor, 2011). The mixture is therefore able to undergo a Cassie-Baxter to 304 
Wenzel regime transition and no rebound is observed anymore. The splashing threshold 305 
decrease to a Weber number of 95 calculated with static surface tension. However, timescale 306 
for drop impact is very low and depends essentially on drop size (Richard et al., 2002), so a 307 
dynamic surface tension would be more suited in the Weber number calculation. For instance 308 
the contact time for a 100 µm drop is about 0.5 ms which may be too short to allow the 309 
adsorption of the surfactant onto the new interface. Accordingly a drop containing lower 310 
surfactant concentration can still bounce despite the low static surface tension. Surfactant 311 
concentration effect during splashing is observable at the solid-liquid interface, the central 312 
part of the drop sticking at the surface because of transition to Wenzel regime at this level. 313 
The splashing is therefore modified to a pinning fragmentation (×) as a substantial part of the 314 
drop adheres on the surface. As a consequence, a better characterisation of splashing is 315 
needed in further investigations to estimate the fraction of the drop that disintegrates in small 316 
drops from the part sticking to the surface.  317 
 318 
5. Conclusions 319 
 320 
A measurement method of spray retention using both high-speed imaging and a 321 
superhydrophobic surface is proposed. The main interests are in the integration of all 322 
variables involved in a single trial, the production of realistic drop distributions leading to the 323 
onset of all impact types and the use of dimensionless number to forecast transitions between 324 
the impact outcomes.  325 
 326 
On the basis of the conducted experiments, the method can highlight the effect of any 327 
modification of operational parameters on retention. Pressure modification affects retention 328 
by changing proportions in the different impact classes. The modification of the mixture 329 
surface tension affected the spray characteristics before impact as well as impact types and 330 
boundaries. The rebound progressively vanished with the increase of surfactant concentration. 331 
Splashing energy threshold is not highly modified but a pinning fragmentation appears 332 
because of Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel transition, what needs further investigations for precise 333 
quantification.  334 
 335 
The method can be extended to investigate the effect of other parametrical changes such as 336 
the impact angle, spray height or nozzle kind. The use of a superhydrophobic reference 337 
guarantees the reproducibility of the trials and allows an overall ranking of the efficiency of 338 
application techniques and additives. The characterisation of natural leaf surface properties as 339 
well as liquid properties such as DST and polymeric additives (Bergeron, 2003) are promising 340 
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423 
Fig. 1: Impact map for a drop depending on Wenzel roughness and drop impact velocity (from Rioboo et al., 424 
2008).  425 
 426 
Fig. 2: Dynamic spray application bench: (1) high-speed camera, (2) LED lighting, (3) target surface on linear 427 
stage, (4) computer, (5) pressurised tank, (6) solenoid valve, (7) nozzle, (8) pressure gage, (9) servomotor, (10) 428 
programmable controller, (11) linear stage.  429 
 430 
Fig. 3: Target bracket: (1) linear stage, (2) blade holder, (3) superhydrophobic target surface, (4) slit plate (slit 431 
width corresponds to 1.5 mm camera depth of field), (5) measurement area corresponding to the image size 432 
(10 mm length on 2 mm height). 433 
 434 
Fig. 4: (A-F): Impact of a drop on the superhydrophobic blade. (A, B) Images used for the determination of 435 
speed and diameter by image analysis, (C-F) images used by the operator to determine impact type.  436 
 437 
Fig. 5: Impact outcomes on the superhydrophobic slide for distilled water at 0.2 MPa (Teejet 11003 nozzle at 0.5 438 
m height): ∆ adhesion, ● rebound, ○ pinning rebound, + complete fragmentation,  ── Weber number of 439 
transition between adhesion and rebound (We = 0.3), - - - Weber number of transition between rebound and 440 
fragmentation (We = 70). 441 
 442 
Fig. 6: Impact outcomes on the superhydrophobic slide for distilled water at 0.3 MPa (Teejet 11003 nozzle at 0.5 443 
m height): ∆ adhesion, ● rebound, ○ pinning rebound, + complete fragmentation,  ── Weber number of 444 
transition between adhesion and rebound (We = 0.3), - - - Weber number of transition between rebound and 445 
fragmentation (We = 60). 446 
 447 
Fig. 7: Impact outcomes on the superhydrophobic slide for distilled water at 0.4 MPa (Teejet 11003 nozzle at 0.5 448 
m height): ∆ adhesion, ● rebound, ○ pinning rebound, × pinning fragmentation, + complete fragmentation, ── 449 
Weber number of transition between adhesion and rebound (We = 0.4), - - - Weber number of transition between 450 
rebound and fragmentation (We = 50). 451 
 452 
Fig. 8: Impact outcomes on the superhydrophobic slide for 0.025 (% V/V) Break-Thru® surfactant in distilled 453 
water at 0.3 MPa (Teejet 11003 nozzle at 0.5 m height): ∆ adhesion, ● rebound, × pinning fragmentation, + 454 
complete fragmentation, ── Weber number of transition between adhesion and rebound (We = 21), - - - Weber 455 
number of transition between rebound and fragmentation (We = 125). 456 
 457 
Fig. 9: Impact outcomes on the superhydrophobic slide for 0.05 (% V/V) Break-Thru® surfactant in distilled 458 
water at 0.3 MPa (Teejet 11003 nozzle at 0.5 m height): ∆ adhesion, ● rebound, ○ pinning rebound, × pinning 459 
fragmentation, + complete fragmentation, ── Weber number of transition between adhesion and rebound 460 
(We = 24), - - - Weber number of transition between rebound and fragmentation (We = 110).  461 
 462 
Fig. 10: Impact outcomes on the superhydrophobic slide for 0.1 (% V/V) Break-Thru® surfactant in distilled 463 
water at 0.3 MPa (Teejet 11003 nozzle at 0.5 m height): ∆ adhesion, ● rebound, × pinning fragmentation, + 464 
complete fragmentation, - - - Weber number of transition between adhesion and fragmentation (We = 95). Drop 465 
rebound totally vanishes and pinning fragmentation replaces complete fragmentation. 466 
 467 
